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   Requesting Information, letter of Invitation, Complete and rewite the sentences [1-2]             
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Complete the sentence with the words in the list. In the two gaps 
there are two missing words. Use each word only once. 

 

pleasure, competitive, payment, available, contract, having, interest, look, overlooked, goods    

  

1. As our ___contract___ indicates, we begin charging 5% _interest     _ for any 

outstanding balances after 30 days. 

2. We _look__ forward to __having____ you in our audience again next year.  

3. I have __pleasure___ in enclosing our latest brochures and price list from which you 

can see that our prices are highly ___competitive___. 

4. Unfortunately, we must inform you that the _____goods____ you require are currently 

not __available____. 
5. You may have ___overlooked____ that your ___payment____ is overdue for three 

months. 



Rewrite the sentences below with the correct word order to make the phrases  
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1.   entire be guarantee order performed satisfaction. that to We will your your   

2.  as as know let Please possible. requirements soon us your   

3.  any contact do hesitate have me. If questions not to you  

4. accept conditions better but like need of offer, payment. to your we We would  

5. a accordance agreements, are contract. prepared In our you sending we with   

1.  We guarantee that your order will be performed to your entire satisfaction. 

2. Please let us know your requirements as soon as possible.  

3. If you have any questions do not hesitate to contact me.  

4. We would like to accept your offer, but we need better conditions of payment. 

5. In accordance with our agreements, we are sending you a prepared contract.  
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Complete the sentence with the words in the list. In the two gaps there are two 

missing words. Use each word only once. 

apologize, concerns, chance, entitled, guarantee, developments, recipient, 
required, severance, wondering  

1. We __ apologize ___ that the celebration will have to wait until the New Year, but we    

___ guarantee ______ that will be worth the wait. 

  

1. You are ___ entitled ____ to two week’s ___ severance __ pay, which will be paid 

in full on your next pay-check. 

  

1. Include a telephone number to the signature of the email. This will give the recipient the 

___ chance ___ to telephone if necessary.  

  

1. I was _____ wondering _____ if you could give me a hand? I need some inside 

information on recent ___ developments ____ over there. 

  

1. We understand that you have __ concerns ___ about the amount of time that will be 

initially ____ required ____ for inputting your client data.  

           



Rewrite the sentences below with the correct word order to make the 

phrases  
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1. This year, we have decided to postpone the Christmas party until after our busy season. 

2. Most employees complain about the lack of dental insurance in our benefits package. 

3. When writing to someone you know well, feel free to write as if you are speaking to the person. 

4. I believe that James will make a valuable addition to any organization that he may join. 

5. I trust that two weeks is sufficient notice for you to find a replacement for my position. 

after busy Christmas decided our party postpone season. This to the until year, we have  

about benefits complain dental employees lack Most our of package. in insurance the   

as are feel free if know person. to to to the When writing write you you speaking someone well,  

any a addition believe James join. I make organization that that to valuable he may will  

a for for find is my notice position. replacement sufficient to that trust I two you weeks    
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Complete the sentence with the words in the list. In the two gaps there 
are two missing words. Use each word only once. 

employees, experience, invitation, off, perceived, requesting, response, shipped, store, use   

1. Some problems were encountered when ___ requesting __ vacation due to what is perceived 
_ as long approval waiting periods.   

  

2. Saturday’s sales event is by __ invitation __ only. All of our stock, including pyjamas and 

bedding will be marked down from 50-80% __ off _. 
  

3. My __ experience ___ as supervisor and floor manager has been very positive and I’m 

confident that I will _____ use _____ many of the skills I have learned at Fielders in the future.  

  

4. The order will be _____ shipped ____ within three days via UPS and should arrive at your 

______ store _________ in about 10 days. 

  

5. Give priority to vacation request ___ response ____ time as ___ employees ___ need faster 

approval in order to be able to plan their vacations. 
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Rewrite the sentences below with the correct word order to make the phrases  

1. Public admission will commence at noon. 

2. Please bring this invitation with you and present it at the door. 

3. If you have any questions during your training period, please do not hesitate to contact me. 

4. Our records show that you have an outstanding balance dating back to January, 2009. 

5. If this amount has already been paid, please disregard this notice. 

at admission commence noon. Public will  

and at bring door. the this invitation it Please with you present  

any do during contact If you your period, please questions me. not have training hesitate to  

January, 2009. an balance back dating have Our outstanding records show that you to  

already amount been disregard has notice. If this paid, please this  


